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The most consuming military and naval conflict of later medieval Europe was the Hundred Years’ War. Beginning in 1337 and continuing until 1453 this struggle involved most of the states of western Europe although the principals were England and France. Edward III claimed the French throne by right of inheritance intending to remove the newly established Valois dynasty as usurpers. Dynastic claims or consequent ties of vassalage, however, were not the precipitating factors in the outbreak of war. Researchers over the past few decades have emphasized much more strongly the role of England’s possessions in France, especially Gascony, to explain the origins of the war.¹ This approach recognizes the economic and strategic importance of English possessions and control in France as compelling factors in Edward III’s decision to initiate the conflict. French encroachments and claims on Gascony and other English possessions struck at the heart of Edward’s state – a kingdom which was transmarine.²

Naval conflict in the English Channel and elsewhere between the French and their allies and the English was not a sudden result of the actions of 1337. Undeclared warfare at sea is the best description of the state of naval and mercantile relations between these parties extending back at least to the reign of Edward I at the turn of the century. Merchants frequently pirated or were pirated with the excuse that the other parties were the enemies of France or England. Truces seem to have been conveniently forgotten and suits to the crown were often the recourse.³ These appeals remain our record of these piratical raids. They were, in effect, crimes of convenience with convenient excuses generated to justify plundering.

The solution achieved at some point in the late thirteenth or fourteenth century to help abate this problem was the introduction of convoys. These were especially successful in the English wine trade routes to Gascony. Larger fleets of merchants often escorted by royal ships filled with men-at-arms could deter individual raiders or even small pirate fleets.⁴ But not all merchants could afford or were prepared to wait for the cumbersome process of gathering a fleet at a designated port, awaiting royal escorts to join them and then sailing a prescribed course to Bordeaux or elsewhere. Many ship-owners preferred to push on with their trade and risk encounters with French merchants cum pirates. The same held true for the French, although they were not as active in the trade of wine or wool which was so important to the English economy.

It is perhaps convenient to rethink at this point the value of seaborne commerce to the royal economy. English trade in wine and wool as measured by the customs accounts and extant shipping records show this to be a major source of crown revenue.⁵ The interruption of this trade and thus a resultant decline in customs revenue was a matter of serious consequence to the treasury and therefore of the ability of Edward III to wage war unless this revenue could be replaced in other ways.⁶ So-called control of the seas, therefore, is a meaningful term for this period if limited to a definition which signifies the capacity of seaborne commerce or the transport of troops to continue to move unobstructed by pirates or enemy fleets. We are frequently told that this control was greater than that which I have defined here and was in the hands of the English after 1340 when they won the great battle of Sluys. Careful review of the records, however, reveals quick retaliation and raiding by the French. The ports on the southern coast of England were raided as they had been in the 1330s and attacks on the routes to Gascony in the Bay of Biscay continued.⁷
It is true that major expeditions were launched in the 1340s against the French coasts by large flotillas, but this did not require command of the seas. It would have taken an equally large flotilla of several hundred ships to intercept the English expeditions of 1342-1343 and 1346. While we focus on the resultant victories on land at Crecy in 1346 or Poitiers in 1356, we must not lose sight of the achievement involved in moving men, horses and supplies to the Continent. Again, the French retaliated and these three great victories of the early phase of the war were soon forgotten when conditions soured and a truce was signed at Bretigny in 1360 much to the dissatisfaction of the English.8 Followed by a peace which lasted to 1369, this lengthy interruption of the war resulted in its shift south into Iberia and back onto the seas where royal standards were replaced with the banners of merchants and pirates.9

What this overview of the period 1337-1360 fails to account for are the numerous privately owned sailing vessels which continued to ply the waters of the northern seas, the Channel and Bay of Biscay, unimpeded by the conflict. No comment is made on the extent of mercantile traffic, the size and types of vessels involved or questions of ownership and impressment when demanded by the crown. What is missing is the story related by the history of a single ship, a mini-biography or prosopographical study of the known vessels to generate an example to serve as a window into this era. In an effort to produce such a study I undertook a comprehensive computer-assisted study of English ships during this important first phase of the Hundred Years’ War, 1337-1360. After enrolling 1,291 entries of ships for this period the list is not comprehensive; there remain numerous other references to be added. This has prevented the compilation of the ship biographies which I hoped to produce, but the survey did generate interesting data about ships and mariners during this phase of the Hundred Years’ War.10

The list of vessels includes 965 which are not identified by type. The remainder are identified by type as follows: 1 buss, 2 flunes, 2 galiots, 2 hulks, 3 doggers, 3 lodships, 5 crayers, 5 spinaces, 6 galleys, 7 carracks, 12 barges, 12 nefs, 13 tarites, 19 boats, 46 ships, and 187 cogs. This last vessel, the very important cog, constitutes 57 percent of the 325 vessels identified by type. Working vessels such as barges only constitute 3.7 percent of those identified and balingers are not even mentioned in this survey.11

A number of observations can be made about these numbers but nothing can detract from the impressive number of cogs which are noted here. We must recognize that most ships used for naval operations were impressed merchant ships which may or may not have been refitted for service. In fact, of the 1,291 ship entries only 31 are identified as the king’s ships. These vessels are generally purpose-built for warfare with fore- and rear-castles and fighting tops. It is also probable that many of these were refitted for war at sea—many impressed vessels underwent extensive carpentry work to make them fit as horse and troop transports or men-of-war as indicated by exchequer accounts in the Public Records Office where notice of payments to ship carpenters is made. Most entries, however, are for the repair and refitting of vessels already designated as king’s ships.

A final observation drawn from the ship survey of nearly 1,300 vessels concerns the home ports of the vessels. The survey was broken down into home ports and from this the number of vessels from individual ports or regions can be analyzed. In this instance only a few comments are relevant to the conduct of the war. Most noticeable is the clear emergence of ports from north of the Thames to the Humber and the southwestern coastal towns as important suppliers of ships for trade and war. Registrations from the principal members of the Cinque Ports (Dover, Romney, Hythe, Hastings and Sandwich) produced only eighteen ships, twelve of which were from Sandwich. Other members,
Rye with ten ships and Winchelsea with thirty-two, Clearly rank with or above their associates. London listed thirty-five vessels.

In the survey of 1,291 entries, the number of English vessels whose home ports are noted has been reduced to 467 for comparative purposes. Of the 1,291 vessel entries, 316 are not identified by home port, 271 are foreign vessels. Also, home ports which listed only one or two vessels were removed from the survey (237 vessel entries), leaving the number of vessels at 467. This is an arbitrary selection but one which helps allow a relative comparison of the home ports of the ships.

The home port from the southwestern coast with the largest number of references was Dartmouth with seventy-one. Bristol provided 29 vessels, Southampton 22, Fowey 14, Exmouth 9, Plymouth supplied 8 and doz–ens of smaller ports added vessels. This survey of the larger southwestern ports provides a count of 153 ves–sels. This is 153 of the 467 English ships listed from home ports which contributed 3 or more vessels. It rep–resents 33 percent of the total.

On the North Sea coast along East Anglia to the Humber, Great Yarmouth provided 50 ship references, the largest number from a single port (although some few of these may refer to Yarmouth on the Isle of Wight). King’s Lynn accounted for 30 vessels, Kingston-upon-Hull 29, Ipswich 18, Little Yarmouth another 4, and Harwich 11. This sample totals 142 ship listings. These 142 vessels coupled with the 153 from the southwest coast, total 295 of the 467 listed, or 63 percent of the total. A large portion of the remainder come from small ports which supplied only a few vessels each.

A number of conclusions may be drawn from this data, but of particular note is the large number of ships from the southwest and from along the coast between the Thames and the Humber. While they are adjacent to London and the Cinque Ports, they clearly overshadow both in the number of registrations of vessels. Recruitment of ships for war would obviously need to concentrate heavily in these regions. In fact, many of the corresponding entries for the king’s sergeants-at-arms sent to impress ships for royal use are directed to these coastal regions, but no systematic study of their activities in this regard has been made. But since, as we have seen, only 31 vessels of nearly 1,300 surveyed are identified as king’s ships, there was a constant need by the crown to find and arrest ships for naval service.12

The attention given to the identification and preparation of fleets is justified because of the need to understand how fleets were assembled for expeditions to France and elsewhere. The use of merchant vessels in the conduct of war came at a price to the commercial interests of the crown and the merchants, since the ships were removed from commercial use for long periods of time. The king’s alternatives were to hire a mercenary fleet, as the French did, or to build and man a standing navy of considerable size. Neither option was acceptable. This returns us to the earlier discussion of the composition of English fleets in the war.13

English fleets consisted almost entirely of privately owned vessels impressed for royal service. The number of ships privately owned account for 98 percent of the 1,291 vessels in this survey for 1337 to 1360. Also confirmed is the dominant position of the cog as the principal ship of the age. It is evident from reading the documents from this period that the merchant marine did constitute the naval forces of England. However, it has not been demonstrated to what extent this was true, the source and ownership of the vessels or the terms and conditions of their service under the crown.14

The realities of conflict at sea during the early phase of the Hundred Years’ War must be translated into our general historical interpretation of this conflict. Warfare at sea had a great impact on the outcome of battles on land. The major ships of war were the large
cargo vessels – the cogs. They increasingly carried more men and material to pursue war on land. Horses were readily transported in large numbers with hundreds of men on board. The size of cogs ranged widely, but this survey produced many of over 100 tons. They would continue to grow as demand for larger vessels continued. Increased size was advantageous for trade since larger cargoes could be carried without substantial increases in cost. These vessels grew taller which proved an advantage in warfare since the soldiers and mariners aboard could hurl spears, arrows, and other objects down on smaller vessels. Cannons were not yet a decisive factor in warfare at sea, although they had begun to appear aboard ships.

The two principal naval battles of this period were fought at Sluys (1340) and off Winchelsea in the fight known as Les Espagnols sur Mer a decade later. We have reasonably good descriptions of both these battles, especially that by Jean Froissart in his Chroniques. Froissart provides a heroic account of English action at Sluys by Edward III and his men when they closed in on the harbor-bound Genoese-commanded fleet. Edward III’s principal ships were cogs and all the vessels were described as sailing ships. The French relied primarily on galleys, we believe, although Froissart only refers to large ships and barges. The French may have used some cogs, but galleys were procured from the Mediterranean and housed in the royal arsenal at Rouen, the Clos des Galeses. If this battle is imagined as a struggle between cogs and galleys it dramatically heightens our appreciation of the conflict. More maneuverable, able to move in calms and capable of ramming and puncturing the hull of the high-sided cog below the waterline, the low-lying galley was a barb capable of inflicting a deadly blow to the cogs. The conditions of winds and seas played a major role in determining who held the advantage.

The cogs countered with height, size, greater numbers of marines and archers and towering castles. Battle strategy and tactics were very much a function of utilizing the virtues of each design to the best advantage. Ultimately, as Froissart states, the grappling hooks went out, the ships were held together as the men fought in hand-to-hand combat. Sea-fights were always fiercer than fights on land, he claimed, because retreat and flight were impossible.

The sea battle of the Les Espagnols sur Mer in 1350 pitted the English against the Spanish who had ships which impressed Froissart with their size. Sailing from Sluys with the wind at their stern, the Spaniards had specially made heavy iron bars and stones in their fighting tops to hurl down on the English ships. We are told there were forty such vessels. Edward III drew up his ships in close battle formation. As the Spaniards had the advantage of the wind, Edward directed his ship into a fast moving Spanish and they crashed together. Froissart tells us that the castle of Edward’s ship caught the castle of the Spaniard and broke the mast affixed on the castle. This should clearly indicate it was at least a two-masted vessel. As the battle continued the king’s ship began to sink. To save themselves a French vessel was grappled and boarded; the men were killed or thrown overboard.

The Black Prince’s ship was holed in several places we are told, but the means of accomplishing this are not explained. Could it have been galleys with rams? Artillery? The Prince also abandoned his sinking vessel and was transferred to a captured ship. Meanwhile, the Salle du Roi, which carried the king’s wardrobe, was grappled and hauled away by a large Spanish sailing ship. It was halted when an English soldier leaped aboard and cut the halyard and mainstays which stopped the ship. She was soon overrun and taken. The battle ended just before dark with as many as two-dozen Spanish ships taken or destroyed.
It is difficult to recreate a credible naval battle from the accounts of Froissart or other chroniclers. Naval strategy and tactics often appear simplistic. The ships, the principal engines of war, are rarely described in sufficient detail to ascertain their exact nature or form of construction. As noted above for the battles at Sluys and Les Espagnols sur Mer, our knowledge of the types of vessels employed is essential for a proper understanding of these conflicts. This is of particular significance when dealing with this era when ship design (and sizes) are changing and when Mediterranean galleys are contesting full-rigged sailing ships built in the northern seas. The archaeological finds to date have given us the fine merchant ship, the Bremen cog (77 feet and rated at 130 tons), but no galley or warship has been excavated. The documentary records and contemporary illustrations remain the principal sources of information on ships of this era.21

A study of ships and fleets for the period 1337 to 1360 should make some effort to recognize the tensions at work between the mercantile community and the crown. We have found that 98 percent of the 1,291 ships surveyed were privately owned. We know further that the king seemed less able to depend on the Cinque Ports with their obligation of fifty-seven ships for fifteen days annually to compose a fleet.22 Ships were heavily recruited from the Thames north to the Humber and in the southwestern ports. These ports possessed a large number of vessels. The crown was constantly arresting ships for royal service through sergeants-at-arms who were ordered to arrest vessels of various sizes with broadly worded writs from the king. The merchants and others who owned these vessels undertook great risks once their vessels were arrested: they might be destroyed or captured, they could lose the profits from trade they were engaged in or their vessels could return unfit for further service without first undergoing expensive repair.23

Resistance to writs of arrest are not well documented, but no doubt many fled the king’s sergeants and their writs. Once recruited to do a task, the merchants did it and looked for a quick escape back to the world of trade and money-making. Perhaps the best expression of this independent-minded behavior was made in 1343. Edward III assembled a huge fleet of over 300 vessels to transport men and victuals to Brittany that year. Once unloaded, the captains pulled out and made for their home ports or to collect cargoes for the run across the Channel. The king was stranded with a large army, his back to the sea with no means to escape across the Channel, if necessary. He was furious and ordered all the ‘deserters’ arrested. It soon became clear that he could not and should not arrest a good portion of his captains and their vessels, so he dropped the threats.24 Tension continued between the crown and shipowners and should make clear the further complexities of warfare at sea in an age before the organization of standing fleets.
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